Plasmonic nanorice antenna on triangle nanoarray for surface-enhanced Raman scattering detection of hepatitis B virus DNA.
The sensitivity and the limit of detection of Raman sensors are limited by the extremely small scattering cross section of Raman labels. Silver nanorice antennae are coupled with a patterned gold triangle nanoarray chip to create spatially broadened plasmonic "hot spots", which enables a large density of Raman labels to experience strong local electromagnetic field. Finite difference time domain simulations have confirmed that the quasi-periodic structure increases the intensity and the area of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR), which enhances the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) signal significantly. The SERS signal of the nanorice/DNA/nanoarray chip is compared with that of the nanorice/DNA/film chip. The SERS signal is greatly enhanced when the Ag nanorices are coupled to the periodic Au nanoarray instead of the planar film chip. The resulting spatially broadened SPR field enables the SERS biosensor with a limit of detection of 50 aM toward hepatitis B virus DNA with the capability of discriminating a single-base mutant of DNA. This sensing platform can be extended to detect other chemical species and biomolecules such as proteins and small molecules.